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When CPD and ACIS meet…
By Ms Koh Sock Fan, Corporate Planning and Development

For the first time, a group of 45 colleagues from the Corporate 
Planning and Development (CPD) and Academic Computing 
and Information Services (ACIS) divisions came together for a 
combined planning workshop held at the NUSS Guild House 
(Suntec City) on 12 and 13 January 2012. The venue at the heart 
of the commercial district provided a conducive ambience for 
participating colleagues to deliberate novel ideas and solutions 
to transform NIE’s corporate service culture into one that is more 
customer-centric. 

The workshop sharing and group discussions benefited staff of 
the two divisions in their appreciation of the diverse functions 
and operations of the participating departments, which have 
implications in the re-design of service delivery. Ice-breaking 
games held between breakout sessions helped to keep staff 
refreshed and energised for the serious part of the workshop.

The climax of the two-day workshop was a teambuilding puzzle 
solving activity with Suntec City Mall as the backdrop. The puzzles 
included finding retail outlets based on clues given. Teams had  
to provide their answers in the form of team group pictures 
captured by their mobile devices. There was a dressing make-
over item based on themes such as sports, beach and party. 
The activities also required teams to interact with the public in the 
mall to enhance their service experience. From the excitement 
and buzz generated around the activity, staff were thoroughly 
engaged in the whole engaging teambuilding experience and 
cohesive effort.

Some quotes given by participants:

It is fun and I get to know colleagues 
from other departments.

Above: The Winning Group for the teambuilding games

I like the team bonding experience!

I am glad that I am being involved in the process 
that gives me a sense of commitment  

to make things happen. 
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The keyword consistently used as a theme for the last four 
issues of NIE News is ‘passion’ – find past four editions March 
to Dec 2011. This issue continues to celebrate the noble spirit 
with “passion for teaching’. Passion isn’t something recently 
introduced in NIE, indeed this has been an inner driving force 
for NIE’s work culture which I have witnessed since joining this 
Institute of Distinction in 1987. Over the years, the passion of 
NIE leaders and staff, or NIE family, has made an impact on the 
educational landscape in Singapore and beyond. This opening 
edition for 2012 showcases the latest examples of ‘passion for 
teaching’ and life within the NIE fraternity. 

In Corporate Development, read about the EW Barker 
Scholarship and Challenge and Professor Stuart Biddle, as the 
Sixth EW Barker Professor (4 and 5). Besides sports, focus 
on music education brings highlights from the CDIME 2012 
conference and a special tribute to Assoc Prof Kelly Tang (VPA), 
Cultural Medallion recipient, and his inspirational legacies (6 and 
7). We also honour long service award recipients on page 9 and 
welcome the new Deputy Chairman and new member at NIE 
Council on page 17.  

Pages 12 and 13 cover the Teachers’ Investiture Ceremony held 
in January 2012. Amongst the graduates, a group of teachers 
who deserve our heartiest congratulations for becoming the 
first cohort of primary school teachers who graduated with NIE 
Bachelor degrees in Education. Our congratulations also to all 
166 educators who graduated from NIE’s Management and 
Leadership in Schools programme in February (page 23). They 
are truly life-long learners in the community.

We are eager to see the impacts of two new visionary programmes 
on development of teaching and teachers’ professionalism for 
the institute, the Doctor in Education programme (page 18), and 
a joint Master in Education (Leadership and Educational Change) 
with Columbia University’s Teachers College (page 15). 

On the research front, a LST staff won the APSSCE Young 
Researcher Leader Award (page 19) and we meet two 
distinguished speakers (19 and 20), Prof Clive Dimmock  
and Prof Andreas Schleicher. We are happy to include a  
valuable contribution from NIE alumnus, Mr Ng Yeow Ling,  
Principal of North View Primary School about the impact of  
teachers and students in the school’s Positive Education  
programme (page 22). 

With so many shining examples of excellence by our own staff, 
alumni and distinguished visiting scholars, we hope to provide 
inspiration and motivation for all of us to continue to teach and 
serve with passion and to make our life in NIE more impactful 
and meaningful.
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Above: Sharing of insights by the participants

Above: Understanding the background of the taskgroup work

I understand better the values of integrated 
services through collaboration amongst  

the departments. 

Below: Job well done for the CPD and ACIS staff!
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EW Barker Scholarship and  
Barker’s Challenge 2012
By Assistant Professor Pyun Do Young, Physical Education and Sports Science Academic Group

Above: SSM student-volunteers highlighted the event

Sixth EW Barker Professor: 
Professor Stuart Biddle
By Professor John Wang, Head, Physical Education and Sports Science Academic Group

The Physical Education and Sports Science (PESS) Academic 
Group hosted Professor Stuart Biddle, Physical Activity and 
Health at Loughborough University (UK), from 9 January to  
3 February 2012 as Singapore’s Sixth EW Barker Professor.

Prof Biddle delivered a series of public lectures to coaches,  
PE students, PE Teachers, sports scientists, sports administrators 
and academics which focused on physical activity and sedentary 
behavior for pre-school, school-aged children and across the 
population. He highlighted a number of areas initiating changes 
in sedentary behaviour: a) adopt multiple strategies that target 
populations as well as individuals; b) increase participation in 
physical activity with education, both formally through schooling 
and informally through adult behaviour, encouragement and 
messaging; and c) emphasising that physical activity has multiple 
health benefits for people of all ages and has major role in the 

development of positive behaviours, attitudes and mental health 
in children and adolescents. He also indicated that physical 
activity can come in the form of sport, active recreation, active 
commuting, play, and active leisure, thus effective interventions 
can be used from the current evidence based research. 

Prof Biddle addressed about 600 people at three main lectures 
and initiated projects and shared ideas with the PESS academic 
staff as well. During his time in Singapore, he also visited and 
met the senior management of NIE, the Singapore Sports 
Council, Singapore Sports School, Health Promotion Board and 
Ministry of Education where he shared his knowledge and ideas 
on physical activity and sedentary behaviour. Prof Briddle was 
well received at all his lectures with a good turnout by the NIE 
staff, NIE students, school teachers, coaches and members from 
external organisations.

Above: Teams raced to victory in the Barker’s Challenge 2012

Below: EW Barker Scholarship recipients from SSM are Mr Lim Sher Jie 
(second from left) and Ms Chen Simin (fifth from left) with Prof Lee Sing Kong, 
Director NIE (left), Ms Carla Barker and Prof Stuart Biddle (right)

 Professor Biddle stressed the need to adopt 
multiple strategies that target populations as well 
as individuals to promote more physical activity 

and less sedentary behaviour

Below: (From left) Prof Stuart Biddle and Prof John Wang, Head of PESS

The Physical Education and Sports Science (PESS) Academic 
Group’s annual event, EW Barker Scholarship and Challenge 
2012, was successfully held on 3 February 2012 at the NIE 
Triangle. The event was organised by the Sports Science and 
Management (SSM) programme and this year, Mr Barker’s 
daughter, Ms Carla Barker, was Guest-of-Honour. NIE Director 
Professor Lee Sing Kong, Principal Officer Associate Professor 
Quek Jing Jong, PESS Head, Professor John Wang, the sixth 
EW Barker Professor Dr Stuart Biddle (Loughborough University, 
UK), and other distinguished guests joined and celebrated the 
event together. The EW Barker Scholarship is a financial aid 
award for talented undergraduate students wishing to pursue 
their degrees in SSM. In 2012, two students, Ms Chen Simin 
(SSM 2011 Intake) and Mr Lim Sher Jie (SSM 2011 Intake), 
have received the prestigious EW Barker Scholarship valued at 
S$8,000 per annum.

For the Barker’s Challenge, a total of 23 teams with 92 racers  
(11 NTU teams, 12 NIE teams, and 2 NIE GESL teams) 
participated in three different categories of 4x630m relays around 
the NIE Triangle. The Banana Chocolate Strudel team (Mr Ng 
Yu Jun, Mr Sng Cheng Wei, Mr Sanjay, and Mr Kumaravel) from 
the NTU category were the 2012 race winners with a finishing 
time of seven minutes and nine seconds. In particular, 34 SSM 
student-volunteers played a pivotal role from the Challenge’s 
initial planning stage. Without this dedicated workforce, the event 
could not have been a success from start to finish. 

The EW Barker Scholarship and Barker’s Challenge serves to 
acknowledge Mr Barker’s legacy and value his great contributions 
and dedicated commitment to sport and physical education 
in Singapore. To the race participants, he was a fine example 
of a player who played the game as it should be played, and 
to volunteers and officials, he was a role model to learn from. 
He remains an authority whose wealth of personal experience 
speaks volumes. In her opening address, his daughter, Ms Carla 
Barker, also highlighted this spirit at the opening ceremony:

“…Those are qualities which my father carried over into 
all aspects of his life, as a lawyer, and then later in his 
political career, and especially when he was the Speaker of 
Parliament. Those are the qualities which won him friends 
and respect from all sides. Those are qualities which I think 
do count for all of us in life – because they make us better 
people. I wish everyone in the business world could have 
that kind of integrity. Of course we know that it is a dream.

But you here have a great chance to live with that dream – 
for in teaching sport, you will inevitably teach the qualities 
which come naturally from it. So you will be teaching 
your students to work hard for success, to be a gracious 
winner or loser, and not to seek unfair advantage in life. 
Those are worthy ideals.

If that is to be my father’s legacy, and if you are pleased  
to carry that forward for him – then indeed it will be a  
great legacy.”
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CDIME 2012: A Celebration of Diversity 
and Inclusivity in Music Education
By Mr Donn Emmanuel Gonda and Ms Ysa Marie Cayabyab, UNESCO-NIE Centre for Arts Research in Education

Above: Director, NIE Prof Lee Sing 
Kong gives his welcome address at 
the NIE Recital Room

Above: Prof Patricia Shehan Campbell
talks about ethnomusicology and
education in her keynote address

Above: Assoc Prof Larry Hilarian 
opens the conference’s first 
concurrent session at the NAFA 
lower foyer 

Above: Conference participants 
listen intently to Assoc Prof Larry 
Hilarian’s lecture on Zapin music  
and culture

Singapore was the point of convergence for the 11th Cultural 
Diversity in Music Education (CDIME) conference organised 
by the UNESCO-NIE Center for Arts Research in Education 
(CARE). It was held from 4 to 6 January at the National Institute 
of Education (NIE) and Nanyang Academy of Fine Arts (NAFA). 
Themed, Diversity and Inclusivity: Practices and Pedagogies 
in Contemporary Music Education, the conference focused on 
several issues including communication and the web, ethics 
in music education practices, and crossings between critical 
musicology/ethnomusicology.

The conference was attended by about a hundred international 
delegates from Australia, Canada, Finland, Hong Kong, Japan, 
New Zealand, Norway, Philippines, China, South Africa, and 
United States, to name a few. Thirty-six papers were presented 
covering a range of topics such as the effects of post-colonialism 
and politics, the economic argument in cultural diversity, and the 
revisiting notions of informality, structure and systems within the 
school curriculum.

With an intriguing title, “The Interplay of Diverse Elements in 
Music”, the first two keynote speakers, Dr Kelly Tang (Dean, 
Arts, School of the Arts, Singapore) and Eric Peter Stead (Senior 
Lecturer, NIE, Singapore) discussed the challenges in composing 
music within a multi-cultural platform and its impact on the 
diverse artistic expression of Singapore in terms of choice and 
form of music.

Meanwhile, Professor Patricia Shehan Campbell (University of 
Washington, Seattle) shared in her talk entitled, “On the Route 
Towards Enriching Education In and Through Music: A Course 
Called MusEd452”, that ethnomusicology diversifies, globalises 
and multi-culturalises the curricular content and approach of 
music in schools as well as affects the processes of teaching 
world music. 

In their topic “Teaching as Learning: A Perspective on the Electric 
Guitar”, Associate Professor Eugene Dairianathan (NIE) and 
Associate Professor Larry Francis Hilarian (NIE) debated concerns 
and emphasised the processes of engaging and enthusing the 
learning of and about popular music through playing the electric 
guitar. Assoc Prof Hilarian played the instrument while Assoc Prof 
Dairianathan explored the ideas of teaching electric guitar by 
acting his concerns out as an enquiring neophyte.

The other side of cultural diversity became the subject of a 
presentation by Professor Huib Schippers (Director, Queensland 
Conservatorium Griffith University) and Professor Patricia Shehan 
Campbell as they unravelled “The Good, the Bad and the Ugly: 
Dream and Realities of Cultural Diversity in Music Education”.  
Prof Schippers argued that different sides to a culturally-
influenced music education posed new possibilities that world 
music can offer. Prof Campbell also added that the conference 
proved that music education is vital and its multiplicity, whether in 
culture, form or method, is essential in all schools as well as to a 
child’s development.

Keynotes and paper presentations aside, the conference also 
featured several performances throughout the three-day event. 
Singapore’s T’ang Quartet serenaded the delegates on the first 
day of the event by playing compositions by Kelly Tang. Student 
groups from NAFA and NIE students, alumni and staff also 
entertained the conference participants with instrumental music 
and songs from popular culture.

The lively sessions, workshops, and dialogue throughout the 
conference extensively tackled topics on music education, 
practices, and research around the world. They also posed the 
need to revisit the curriculum to cater to world music and its diversity 
among learners. Emerging from this celebration of diversity was 
what Professor Lee Sing Kong, Director of NIE, said during his 
welcome speech, “The moment you are driven by your passion, 
good outcomes will be realised.” And with a conference full  
of people driven by great passion for music, good outcomes 
were realised. The next CDIME conference will be held in Finland  
in 2014.

experience. NIE continues to answer to its strategy to achieve 
excellence in delivering all applications from an array of private 
clouds by year 2014.

The recent award won by the team is testament to ACIS realising 
its vision. Given by VMware in November 2011 for “IT As a 
Service Leadership”, the award recognises NIE’s approach to 
virtualisation and cloud computing.

On the night of 18 November 2011, Associate Professor Kelly 
Tang of the Visual and Performing Arts Academic Group was 
conferred the Cultural Medallion, Singapore’s highest arts 
honour, by Singapore President Mr Tony Tan at the Istana.

Assoc Prof Tang has composed a wide range of musical works,  
which have been performed internationally by world-renowned  
symphony orchestras, Grammy-winning Jazz legends and school 
musicians alike.

He maintains that being a consummate composer and educator 
are absolutely complimentary. “I’ve always believed that the 
performer doesn’t actually deliver art. The artwork only serves 
as a mirror, which reflects the intrinsic beauty which already 
exists within each audience member. It’s more a process of  
self-discovery rather than delivery.”

Just as he was inspired by Mr Leong Yoon Pin, his late  
NIE mentor and fellow Cultural Medallion recipient, Tang has 
continued the legacy of engaging trainee-teachers in musical 
excellence. Creative minds to emerge recently from NIE include  
alumni Mr Benjamin Lim Yi and Mr Benjamin Yeo, who blaze 
brilliant compositional trails even as they excel as educators.

Said Assoc Prof Tang, “For the past fifteen years, it was my 
honour to have worked alongside the highly dedicated and 
accomplished Music team at NIE, specifically, colleagues 
imbued with a relentless passion to interrogate the 
meaning of the arts; educators with an uncanny knack of 
teasing out the potential hidden within the most unlikely of 
students, inspiring them to blossom far beyond themselves  
as confident artists and teachers.”

“Each year, our engagement with successive generations of 
enthusiastic students brought us refreshing waves of new ideas, 
making NIE a fertile nexus of perspectives, which nourished my 
growth as artist and educator. I feel proud and privileged to have 
played a role in the lives of many inspirational music teachers 
who are now making a major difference in bringing the arts 
deeper into the hearts of younger generations.”

“It was also at NIE that I received myriad career-defining 
opportunities for writing new musical works. Each new 
composition seemed to spawn further opportunities for 
composing, accumulating in this current oeuvre of works”.

Assoc Prof Tang has since moved from training teachers  
to preparing aspiring artists at a younger age. “Such moments 
of enlightenment at NIE will remain close to my heart as I lead  
a new team of artist-educators in facing pioneering challenges  
in a new appointment as Dean of Arts at SOTA (School of the 
Arts), Singapore.”

First Cloud - Information 
Communication Technology
By Mr Chan Wai Mun, Alex, Computer Services Centre, Academic Computing and Information Services

In 2003, an increase in education research projects demanded 
greater infrastructure support from Information Communication 
Technology (ICT). The Academic Computing and Information 
Services (ACIS) team understood that this meant there is a need 
for an environment with greater flexibility for better end-user 
experiences, to shorten infrastructure requests response times,  
and cut project costs and utilisation, without compromising on 
data security. 

The solution, built on a private cloud model, provided the fast 
efficiency required by online access and a host of end-to-end 
user request functions. Named as the Research Data Centre 
(RDC), it is NIE’s first platform designed and built to deliver IT-
as-a-Service. Powered by a self-service portal, this presented 
the perfect platform for researchers to access and request for 
compute resources at any given time or place and there was no 
longer a need to manually process requests. This greatly reduced 
response time for infrastructure setup – from weeks to days. 

Customisation was done to ensure enhanced security and 
workflow. A set of comprehensive monitoring tools was also 
incorporated to track system resources usage and calculate cost 
charges to project teams based on usage and a pre-defined 
set of metrics. The launch of RDC since 9 September 2011 has 
lowered NIE’s total cost of ownership, and enhanced end user 

Above: (From left) Mr Alex Chan, Mr Tan Hoon Chiang and Mrs Koh-Goh Huey 
Cheng, Computer Services Centre, NIE

Above: Assoc Prof Kelly Tang receiving his award from Singapore President,  
Mr Tony Tan

Musical Passages
By Associate Professor Eugene Dairianathan, 
Visual and Performing Arts Academic Group
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Lights, Camera, NIE!
By Staff Welfare and Recreation Fund Committee 2011/2012

Above: Nominees for the Award 
Winning Action Hero

Above: Nominees for the Award 
Winning Femme Fatale 

The NIE Staff Lunch 2012 was anything but boring on 11 February 
2012 at the Grand Mandarin Ballroom. The theme “NIE Goes to 
the Movies!” transformed the venue into a colourful masquerade 
of Hollywood “stars” by staff of National Institute of Education 
(NIE). They arrived in their favourite movie themed characters for 
a Saturday afternoon packed with exciting activities – games, 
performances and awards, just to name a few.

Dressed to the nines on the red carpet, guests who arrived early 
received Early Bird Gifts, proving to be an incentive with three 
to choose from – thumb-drive, shopping vouchers or movie 
vouchers – some arrived as early as 10 in the morning. Others 
found the draw of the pre-event activity booths irresistible with 
the offering of glamour photos, faux hair extensions, airbrushed 
tattoos, silhouette cutting and caricature portraits.

Making a “James Bond” worthy entrance was our very own NIE 
Director, Professor Lee Sing Kong, who was flanked by two 
beautiful “Bond Girls” complete with fake weapons and black 
outfits. With a protection detail of two swanky bodyguards and 
action characters as well to save him from a mock attack onstage, 
Prof Lee kept his “007” cool as he stepped onto the platform. 
After his welcome address, Prof Lee presented the Long Service 
awards to recipients in order of years 10, 15, 20, 25, 30 and 35. 
Adding to the 20-year category of recipients was Prof Lee who 
also received his own award for long service. 

Buffet lunch was a highlight too with scrumptious offerings such as 
Mandarin Hotel’s popular local delights. The ballroom was divided 
into two teams for games and labelled Antarctica and Bigfoot. 
Associate Professor Maureen Neihart from Psychological Studies 

Academic Group was the team captain for the former and the 
latter was led by Dr Thomas Browne from the Physical Education 
and Sports Science Academic Group. The two captains were 
great examples for the teams as they were dressed as the lead 
characters from popular movies “Happy Feet” and “King Kong”. 
For being good sports and great mascots, they each won the 
“Most Uniquely Dressed Actress and Actor”.

In particular, nine were nominated and invited onto the stage 
to get into character in a twenty-second jig to clinch the Best 
Dressed Male and Female awards. Based on the applause from 
the floor, Mr Christopher Foo (GPL) and Ms Julisa Sulaiman 
(PESS) were crowned “Award Winning Action Hero” and “Award 
Winning Femme Fatale” respectively. Four “Best Dressed Tables” 
were also spotted and given due recognition for their efforts in 
dressing up. Their characters were inspired by movies and theme 
like, “The Flintstones”, “Bollywood”, “The Expendables” and 
“Harry Potter”. The Staff Welfare and Recreation Fund Committee 
members received positive feedback that the event was great fun. 

The Committee wishes to extend its heartfelt appreciation to all 
for making NIE Goes to the Movies a swinging success.

Above: Dr Thomas Browne discusses monkey business with the Emcee
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NIE Long Service Award 2011

By Human Resource Department

10 Years
Assoc Prof Ang  
Cheng Guan 
HSSE

Mr Ang Liang Peng 
ALC

Mdm Saripah Bte Basir 
ALC

Mr Chia Ti Yong, Alexius 
ELL

Mr Chong Hock Yong 
CUS

Ms Choo Hwee Khim 
CeL

Mdm Chou Yunn Mer 
LST

Mr Chua Boon Liang 
MME

Assoc Prof Dong Fengming 
MME

Ms Goh Hui Kiat 
DIRECTOR’S OFFICE

Ms Goh Kee Choo 
ECSE

Dr Goh Pi Lee, Beverly 
NSSE

Mdm Samsiah Bte Isnin 
OTE

Dr Khong Yiu Lan, Lana 
PLS

Ms Koo Ai Leng, Karen 
HSSE

Mdm Law Sau King, Joanna 
NSSE

Assoc Prof Lee Kerry 
OER

Ms Lim Li Ling, Joey 
PS

Mr Lincoln Paul Benedict 
VPA

Ms Loi Su Min 
SPCS

Mdm Ng Bee Lee 
CUS

Assoc Prof David Ng  
Foo Seong 
PLS

Mr Ng Yih Farn 
CSC

Mdm Nenny Aryanti  
Bte Noorman 
LIBRIS

Mdm Nur Huda  
Bte Abdul Kader 
HRD

Assoc Prof Rajdeep  
Singh Rawat 
NSSE

Mdm Sim Hwee Hwang 
HSSE

Mr Vedavyasarao Subbarao 
CSC

Mdm Hasnizah Bte Surmani 
OTE

Mr Tan Ter Ming Timothy 
NSSE

Dr Tan Wee Keat, Clara 
PESS

Ms Teo Lek Hong 
OER

Dr Towndrow Phillip 
Alexander 
CRPP

Dr Rakkappan Velmurugan 
ALC

Dr Cyraine  
Marissa Wettasinghe 
ECSE

15 Years
Assoc Prof Eugene 
Iruthayaraj Dairianathan 
VPA

Mr Geh Beng Juah 
ACIS

Ms Koh Chew Tin 
VPA

Mr Lee Eng Keong, Juneo 
VPA

Mr Lim Chee Sin 
NSSE

Mrs Neubronner-Lim 
Kwee Hwa 
ALC

Mr Ong Pang Sun 
CUS

Ms Tan  
Kheng Yoke, Charlotte 
LIBRIS

Assoc Prof Tan  
Kim Chwee, Daniel 
NSSE

Mr Tan Kim Lye 
PESS

Dr Zhang Aidong 
ALC

20 Years
Mdm Ang Noi Joo Pauline 
LIBRIS

Dr Chew Lee Chin 
GPL

Assoc Prof Chew Shit Fun 
NSSE

Prof Michael Chia  
Yong Hwa 
OFA

Mdm Choy Kwei Heong 
CSC

Ms Hapsah Bte Mohd Khair 
DED

Assoc Prof Larry 
Francis Hilarian 
VPA

Mrs Koh Sou Keaw 
OTE

Prof Lee Sing Kong 
DIRECTOR’S OFFICE

Ms Leong Lai Kuen 
PESS

Mr Lim Lye Kheng 
CSC

Mr Mohamad Fatnil  
Bin A. Latiff 
DED

Mr Ng Keng Ngee 
LST

Mrs Ravichandran Rani 
OTE

Mrs Seah-Lee Moi Fong 
SSC

Mdm Seri Banun 
Bte Mahmood 
LIBRIS

Mdm Tan Bueh Hua 
OTE

Mr Tan Hoon Chiang 
ACIS

Ms Amuthavali  
d/o P Periyasamy 
NSSE

Ms Yohamban  
d/o V Theyarajoo 
FIN

25 Years
Assoc Prof Nicholas  
Giles Aplin 
PESS

Assoc Prof Vilma  
Ann D’Rozario 
OTE

Mrs Ko-Phua  
Yeu Huay, Jacklyn 
HRD

Mrs Mak Lek Cher 
OTE

Assoc Prof Wong Yeang 
Lam, Ruth 
ELL

Dr Quek Jin Jong 
DIRECTOR’S OFFICE

30 Years
Ms Ida Amelia De Almeida 
CRPP

Ms Lim Soo Huang 
DED

Mr Low Ngee Ang 
DED

Mrs Mary John Thomas 
HRD

Ms Yeo Moi Ten 
FIN

35 Years
Mdm Siti Alimah Bte Aliyas 
NSSE

Dr Lui Hah Wah, Elena 
PS

Ms Tan Sok Hoon 
FIN

MOE Seconded Staff
Mr Ang Kok Cheng Casey 
LST 15 Years

Dr Christina Arasaratnam 
CTL 25 Years

Ms Goh Su Fen 
NSSE 10 Years

Mr Ho Foo Him 
MME 10 Years

Mdm Kartini Bte Anwar 
ALC 10 Years

Asst Prof Koh Koon Teck 
PESS 20 Years

Mdm Lai E-Von 
HSSE 10 Years

Mr Lim Juin Meng 
Noah Matthew 
HSSE 10 Years

Mdm Anitha Devi Pillai 
ELL10 Years

Mdm Raslinda  
Bte Ahmad Rasidir 
CRPP 15 Years

Mr Tan Hong Kim 
NSSE 25 Years

Mdm Tan Kah Geok 
ALC 15 Years

Mr Toh Pee Li Leslie 
LSL 10 Years

Mr Wee Chee Kok 
ALC 15 Years

Above: Assoc Prof Maureen Neihart 
shows her fancy footwork

Above: Final touches on  
airbrushed tattoos

Above: Caricature drawings for a 
great momento

Above: The committee gave Guest-of-Honour an action movie entrance
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Notes to NIE By Public, International and Alumni Relations

It is our honour to be guests of and at the 
NIE, and to hear about the commitment and 

effectiveness of this Institute to the pursuit of 
nurturing great teachers. Thank you.

Ms Randi Weingarten
President, American Federation of Teachers

United States of America

Thank you for your insights into 
21st century teacher training. I hope we 

continue the UK-Singapore cooperation in and 
outside of the classroom.

Mr Graham Stuart MP 
Chairman Education Select Committee House of Commons 

United Kingdom

Prominent Visitors
By Mr Alan Ho, Public, International and Alumni Relations

Above: Participants enjoying free 
candy floss

iCarnival
By Ms Chia Charmaine Jacqueline, Academic Computing and Information Services

The iCarnival held on Wednesday, 8 February 2012 at the Student 
Hub (U.I.D.) saw about 400 participants consisting of NIE trainee 
teachers, academic and non-academic staff actively partaking in 
the array of show-and-tell booth activities and other fun activities 
on that day.

Participants enjoyed a host of games and activities centred 
around this year’s theme, “Be Aware. Be Connected. Be 
Innovative. Be Secured. Be ACIS.”. Some highlights included a 
test on what are the facilities and services available at NIE’s Library 
and Information Centre (LIBRIS); and quizzes on the Centre for 
User Support (CUS) Virtual Desktop Infrastructure (VDI) and the 
new laptop scheme for academic staff. Other activities, also 
featured fun ways to orientate staff and students to the launch 

About the iCarnival
The iCarnival is an annual ICT promotional event organised 
by the Academic Computing and Information Services (ACIS) 
department with the main thrust of involving the NIE academic, 
non-academic and trainee teachers to share the use of IT to 
improve their work, in teaching and learning assessment, as well 
as enhancing work efficiency.

The iCarnival 2012 was kindly sponsored by Siemens, 
CommVault, Litmus Group, Toshiba, Maximus Consulting, 
Fujitsu, Eight Flags Computer Systems & Supplies and NetApp.

Above: Asst Prof Jessie Ee gamely 
taking on the NIE Portal booth tasks

Above: A good turnout of participants at the Library Services booth

Above: Congratulations to Mr Jimmy Seah (OER) on his win of a brand new Wii 
set at the ACIS Wii Challenge

of the IT Services website which boasts easy user navigation 
and quick search options for their IT services and information 
required. Another booth showed participants how NIE’s very own 
collaborative video sharing platform, VIDEOWEB, works through 
simple tasks. While the Enterprise Architecture team showcased 
their Integrated Student Academic and Administrative Computing 
project at their booth. Some were kept busy savouring all of 
iCarnival’s rich offerings of free popcorn, ice cream, Kacang Putih 
and candy floss while others were happily waiting their turn for a 
caricature portrait by Creative Caricature Artist, Mr Sim Caixing.

Aimed at fostering a greater learning spirit, there was also no 
shortage of chances to win attractive lucky draw prizes that were 
drawn at hourly intervals. On this note, special congratulations 
to Ms Tay Yi Han, who is currently pursuing Postgraduate 
Diploma in Education (Secondary) at NIE, for winning the grand 
prize, which is the iPad 2! Mr John Yeo, a Teaching Fellow from 
Curriculum, Teaching and Learning Academic Group at NIE, said,  
“Who says technology is boring? This was a great carnival of much 
learning!” Agreeing with Mr Yeo, Ms Jolene Tan, Assistant Head at 
NIE’s Public, International and Alumni Relations added, “Through 
the iCarnival, I learnt about a few of the new services which I can 
tap on to help create greater brand awareness for NIE.”

It was apparent that the planning committee had done well as 
the carnival-like presentation of each booth proved to be a hit 
with many visitors who streamed in to try their hands at learning 
more about all the services through the games. For NIE staff 
and students, we hope that this event did help to keep all at 
NIE aware, connected, innovative and help them to find security 
solutions at home and in the office. 
 
More pictures on the iCarnival 2012 can be found at  
http://on.fb.me/iCarnival2012 

13 February
A delegation from the USA’s American Federation of Teachers 
visited NIE on 13 February 2012 as part of their study trip to 
research the policies and practices of the Singapore education 
system. They were briefed on the Initial Teacher Preparation 
programme and development and leadership programmes for in-
service teachers. The delegation also had discussions with NIE 
academics and toured various facilities such as the Collaborative 
Classroom and LIBRIS to observe the learning environment in NIE.

13 January
A delegation from Thailand’s Commission for Higher Education 
(CHE) led by Professor Vicharn Panich, Chairman of CHE and 
Chairman of Mahidol University Council, visited NIE on 13 
January 2012 to know more about NIE’s strategy for academic 
and research excellence, academic staff career tracks, and 
quality management framework. The delegation also visited 
NTU and met with Professor Er Meng Hwa, NTU Vice President 
(International Affairs).

8 February
NIE hosted a delegation from United Kingdom’s House of 
Commons Education Select Committee (comprising Members 
of Parliament) on 8 February 2012. Led by Mr Graham Stuart, 
Chairman of the Committee and Member of Parliament (Beverley 
and Holderness), the delegation learnt more about the recruitment 
and training of teachers, retaining and development of the 
teaching force, and NIE’s research in the areas of teacher training  
and examinations. 
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On 20 January 2012, NIE saw the graduation of 348 newly-
minted teachers at the Teachers’ Investiture Ceremony, held at the 
Nanyang Auditorium. Within this batch, 28 graduates were from 
the Bachelor of Education (BEd) programme, a specially designed 
part-time degree programme that allows non-graduate primary 
school teachers in Singapore, a chance to obtain a degree.  

The programme’s components are customised to further benefit 
teachers who have at least two years of classroom teaching 
experience to enhance their understanding of curriculum 
structure, content and establish clear links between pedagogical 
theory and actual classroom practice.

Guest-of-Honour, Mr Heng Swee Keat, Minister for Education, 
commended the in-service graduates for “being role models  
in lifelong learning” and “taking ownership of their own 
professional development”.

Ms Siti Haszilah, the youngest graduate of the pioneering batch, 
jumped at the opportunity to upgrade and achieve her dream 
of getting a degree. Though Siti was juggling her role as a sole 
breadwinner for her family of seven and being a new mum, her 
ambition and belief “that learning should never end” gave her the 
determination to complete the three-and-a-half-year programme.

Two mature students, Mdm Regina Ng and Mrs Angela Low 
personify lifelong learners by going back to school to earn their 
degrees in the pursuit of passion. Regina, happily quipped that 
“teaching has allowed me to keep on learning and stay young”, 
while Angela believes that being a lifelong learner motivates her 
to stay in teaching, and “continue to make a difference in her 
pupils’ lives”. 

On the same note, Professor Lee Sing Kong, NIE Director, 
believes that “NIE can be both the ‘base camp’ and the ‘summit’ 
of a teacher’s education journey, in the continuum of lifelong 
learning for teachers”. He added that NIE is working very closely 
with the Academy of Singapore Teachers to enhance its suite of 
professional development programmes.

Inaugural Batch of 
Bachelor of Education 
Graduates Believes  
In Life-Long Learning
By Ms Wendy Goh, Public, International and Alumni Relations
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SPECIAL FEATURE

In a span of four years, the National Institute of Education (NIE) has made key 
achievements in the areas of teaching, research and corporate development, 
which was noted at the Director’s Annual Address presented by Professor Lee 
Sing Kong on 29 September 2011. 

Sizeable successes include the complete transformation of classroom facilities to 
simulate collaborative experiences that complement the introduction of its TE21 
learning journey which infuses values, skills and knowledge to student teachers. 
Corresponding to the targets set out in its current strategic plan known as the 
3:3:3 Roadmap, Prof Lee emphasised that NIE’s human capital is tantamount to 
transforming “the way we work, think and produce outcomes”. 

He added that the proven track record thus far is indicative that the NIE Family can 
continue to develop strategies that correspond to the ever-changing education 
landscape in Singapore and beyond. Gearing up to the next five years, he invited 
the community to participate in developing a shared vision to meet new targets set 
out for “Destination 2018” milestone in a new strategic plan.

By Public, International and Alumni Relations

Heart of Celebrations
On Tuesday 7 February 2012, the National Institute of Education 
(NIE), Singapore celebrated the launch of the Master of Arts in 
Leadership and Educational Change programme. 

A programme like no other, it is the joining of NIE with  
Columbia University’s Teachers College (TC) to put top 
academic resources together from both institutes to execute the  
programme. The degree, will also be awarded by the two 
institutes’ parent universities, Columbia University and Nanyang 
Technological University. 

The event was graced by Director, NIE Professor Lee Sing Kong, 
and key academic leaders from TC: Professor Thomas James, 
Provost of TC; and Professor A. Lin Goodwin, Vice Dean and 
Professor of Education. Special guests included Principals and 
Vice-Principals from Singapore schools, senior officers from the 
Institute of Adult Learning (IAL) and TC alumni.

Prof A. Lin Goodwin also gave a talk entitled “The TC experience 
in Singapore” which introduced the importance of such a 
partnership between the two institutes and highlighted how 
such a programme would help to nurture leaders in education 
for tomorrow. This innovative new programme with a dual focus 
on organisational and curriculum leadership is another step in 
further strengthening the bond and partnership between the two 
leading institutes. 

Prof Thomas James said of the programme, “Without doubt, 
this is a visionary programme. Teachers College and the 
National Institute of Education are working together to prepare 
leaders who can rise to the challenge of creating world-class 
teaching and learning across local contexts that are increasingly 
diverse, fast-changing, and interconnected in the global 
economy. Along the way, we are learning from one another 
and strengthening our capabilities to discover what is most 
effective in shaping curriculum and school organisation. This 
joint masters programme in leadership and educational change 
is creating a cross-national learning community par excellence, 
demonstrating how two great institutions can set even higher 
goals for themselves through friendship and collaboration.”

The programme will take in its first students 
in January 2013. For more information 
on the programme, please visit 
www.nie.edu.sg/malec.

First Joint Master  
Programme with USA
By Office of Graduate Studies and Professional Learning

Above: Colleagues from both NIE and TC at the launch of the programme

(From left) Prof Lee Sing Kong, 
Director, NIE and Prof Thomas 
James, Provost of TC holding the 
commemorative launch gifts
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CORPORATE DEVELOPMENT 

NIE Staff Survey
By Ms Joy Camille Atienza, Strategic Planning and Corporate Services

The NIE family had reason to celebrate at the start of the new year 
with the release of the Staff Survey results which took place in 
October 2011. The study which was based on the “Say, Stay and 
Strive” employee engagement model gave staff the opportunity 
to share their views about NIE as a workplace, and the extent to 
which each of them feels a sense of pride (Say), feels committed 
to (Stay), and feels motivated and inspired to work (Strive) for NIE. 

ORC International, the consultants who administered the survey 
and analysed the responses, reported positive results for NIE. Our 
Employee Engagement Index (EEI) was at 78 per cent with the 
Say and Strive aspects garnering the most positive scores. Staff 
were also very forthcoming in their comments on “the best thing 
about working in NIE” and gave candid suggestions that would 
make NIE a better workplace. Overall, staff are highly engaged, 
enjoy the work they do, and understand their roles relative to 
the NIE mission. They also affirmed the important role played by 
their direct supervisors and gave senior management the thumbs 
up for setting a clear vision for NIE. There was also a general 
consensus that NIE has a strong collegial working environment. 

NIE’s engagement scores were even more heartening when 
compared to internal and external benchmarks. 11 questions 
from the previous survey in 2008 were repeated and all scored 
significantly higher. ORC International’s extensive database also 
provided a Higher Education benchmark which included many of 
the world’s top 100 universities. NIE scored significantly higher in 
11 out of 14 benchmarked questions while no questions scored 
significantly less positive results. 

Professor Lee Sing Kong, Director, NIE expressed his thanks to 
all staff for participating in the survey. He added, “The NIE family 
should be proud of this achievement. The results signal that we 
are on the right track towards becoming a great workplace, where 
our staff have opportunities to do meaningful work and develop 

their fullest potential both personally and professionally. However, 
this does not mean we will rest on our laurels. All the more we 
will intensify our efforts in the areas identified for improvement to 
create a better workplace for everyone.” 

Software Sensation
Students can now take their Social Studies classes to the virtual 
realm thanks to NIE’s first designed and conceptualised learning 
tool, the “Statecraft X”. Officially launched to the retail market 
on January 2012, it features an invitation to become Mayor of  
a magical village. Expect exhilarating game modes and a host  
of mythical characters that include elves, fairies, gnomes and 
many more. 

Classroom of the Future
Students, trainee teachers, education leaders and teaching 
professionals can now experience the future of classroom learning 
environments at NIE campus’ latest addition, Classroom of the 
Future (COTF for short). Boasting state-of-the-art devices that not 
only showcase vibrant visuals but kinetics controls, virtual games 

that titillate the olfactory senses and even cyber discussions with 
project mates in any part of the world, COTF will surely ignite new 
inspiration for smart technologies in classrooms. 

Everyone’s Centre 
NIE made the news as the first institute to offer a fully-functional 
Centre that offers psychological services, counselling and 
guidance for students at NIE, NTU and the general public. Aimed 
at providing a more comprehensive hands-on experience for 
trainees at NIE’s Master of Arts Counselling and Guidance and the 
Applied Psychology specialisations, it is also a much welcomed 
psychological assessment centre that provides affordable help to 
the general public.

Headliners 
By Public, International and Alumni Relations

The month of January and February 2012 is off to a rousing start at the National Institute of Education with these latest 
announcements already creating a buzz in the community…

SPORTS SHAPES YOU FOR THE FUTURE
BODY, MIND AND SPIRIT
FUTURE READY THROUGH SPORTS

The best thing about working at NIE is the  
opportunity to be working in collaboration with partners 
in meaningful and positively impactful work of building 
people - a legacy of teacher and student development.

The National Institute of Education warmly welcomes two new members of the NIE Council, which began a new term from 1 January 
2012 to 31 December 2014. They are Mr Chia Mia Chiang, Principal of Ngee Ann Polytechnic, and Mr Manogaran Suppiah, Executive 
Director of Academy of Singapore Teachers. Mr Chia is also appointed the Deputy Chairman of the NIE Council.
 
NIE also expresses its gratitude to three long serving Council members who have stepped down - Mr Khoo Chin Hean, who was also 
the Deputy Chairman, and Mr Wong Siew Hoong and Ms Goh Soon Poh, for their valuable contributions to the Institute during their 
terms of appointment to the Council.

NIE Council

– Comments from staff on the survey question, 
“What is the best thing about working in NIE?”

By Singapore Sports Council

Facilities Master Plan, Vision 2030 aims to provide our youth 
with more opportunities and greater access to play and pursue 
sport. With the “Super Sport Clubs”, we will provide high-quality 
programmes and team building opportunities for youth at different 
levels of play. 

Join the conversation on our recommendations for Youth at  
www.Vision2030.sg today! 

Together, we can live better through sports.

With Vision 2030, we asked a question: How sport can best 
serve our people, to enrich our lives, to ignite our love of country. 
We asked and you answered. Sport instils leadership and 
teamwork; it builds character and it can better prepare you for 
future challenges. Thank you for sharing your sporting aspirations 
with us.

Since then, Vision 2030 has released 19 preliminary 
recommendations on how sport can be used as a national 
strategy. Through the Sports Pathways Committee and Sports 

Synopsis
“English in Southeast Asia” is a timely must-read resource for 
educators, language researchers, policymakers and almost 
anyone else keen to learn about the varieties of English around 
the world, and specifically in Southeast Asia. Leading scholars 
discuss how the features of one language (English) became 
differentiated across Southeast Asia due to factors such as 
educational needs, history and nation building. The book provides 
insights into the history, linguistic features, language policy and 
planning, and practical usage of the sub-varieties of the English 
language in six Southeast Asian countries – Brunei, Hong Kong, 
Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore and Thailand. Topics on code-
switching, Southeast Asian Pop Culture and construction of 
interpersonal relationships explore the current and vibrant usage 
of the English language in different contexts in these countries. 
An extensive bibliography of works on English in Southeast Asia 
is also included in this book. 

By Ms Premadevi Perumal, Public, International and Alumni Relations

World’s Lingua Franca

English in Southeast 
Asia Features, policy 
and language in use
NIE’s Associate Professor Low Ee 
Ling, Associate Dean for Programme 
and Student Development and 
Professor Azirah Hashim from the 
University of Malaya edited this 
volume which provides a systematic 
and comprehensive account of the 
features and policies of the varieties of 
English language in Southeast Asia. 

Every day is a learning journey, which makes me 
feel that I am enriching my life everyday in different 
aspects. I can learn from my boss, my colleagues, 

my job, and at the same time share what I have 
learned with the team I am working with. The working 

environment is very supportive, professional  
and encouraging.
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Above: Dr Wong Lung Hsiang receiving his award

If you would like to be part of the Doctor in Education or Doctor 
in Education (Dual Award) programmes’ January 2013 intake, 
please join us for our upcoming briefing!

Date: Saturday, 14 April 2012
Time: 10 am
Venue: NIE, Lecture Theatre 5

Please register your attendance with the Office of 
Graduate Studies and Professional Learning at email:  
joanne.lee@nie.edu.sg by 5 April 2012. For more information 
on the EdD and EdD(DA) programmes, please visit  
www.nie.edu.sg/edd_intro

Applications for January 2013 intake admission opens 
from 26 May to 24 June 2012. 

RESEARCH

Assistant Professor Chen 
Wenli wins APSCE Young 
Researcher Leader Award
By Professor Looi Chee Kit, Head, Centre of Excellence for Learning Innovation

Dr Chen Wenli, an Assistant Professor with Learning Sciences and 
Technology Academic Group and the Learning Sciences Lab, was 
presented the prestigious “Young Researcher Leader Award” by 
the Asia-Pacific Society for Computers in Education (APSCE) on 
30 November 2011. The award is the highest accolade by APSCE 
to recognise young researchers who have produced international 
quality research outputs and have demonstrated exceptional 
potential and leadership at the frontier of computers in education.
Dr Chen brings an interdisciplinary perspective to school-based 

design research. Her work on computer supported collaborative 
learning and mobile learning has important implications for 
understanding the design and enactment of collaborative learning 
in and out of classrooms, and is highly recognised by the panel of 
eminent scholars at APSCE. 

In a short span of five years, Dr Chen has won research grants 
amounting over US$2.5 million from different government 
agencies such as MOE and the National Research Foundation 
of Singapore, as a principal or co-principal investigator. 
Together with her colleagues, Dr Chen has created innovative 
technologies (e.g., GroupScribbles), design principles (e.g., rapid 
collaborative knowledge improvement), pedagogical models 
(e.g., Funnel Model) and lesson resources for school teachers 
and students to improve learning experience in classrooms.  
“I am thrilled that my research has been recognised by the 
international research community,” said Dr Chen in the award 
presentation ceremony, “It is a great honor and I shall continue 
doing school-based research in the area of technology-enhanced 
learning, to bring significant impact on both academic research 
and school practices.” Dr Chen also expressed her gratitude 
to her NIE colleagues and the teachers and students in her 
collaborating schools, “without them I wouldn’t have been able 
to stand here today.”

NIE earned international  
standing in the field of  
mobile learning research
By Ms Yancy Toh, Learning Sciences Laboratory

Mobile learning research continues to gain momentum at NIE’s 
Learning Sciences Lab (LSL) after gaining yet more accolades 
in international academia. In the International Conference 
on Computers in Education held in Chiang Mai, Thailand in 
November 2011, the Chinese mobile learning research project 
“Move Idioms!” clinched another Best Overall Paper Award.

Entitled “Analysing Students’ After-School Artifact Creation 
Processes in a Mobile-Assisted Language Learning Environment”, 
the paper explores how teachers can incite motivation and 
parental involvement in the learning of idioms across a wide array 
of informal learning environments. The paper also distills how 
students approach their artifact creation process, thus making 
contributions to these much under-studied areas.

To date, LSL’s Research Scientist and Principal Investigator of 
three Chinese mobile leaning projects, Dr Wong Lung Hsiang, has 

won five best conference paper awards in prestigious international 
conferences over the past two and a half years. Of which, the 
“Move Idioms!” project bagged the Best Paper Awards in two 
highly-regarded conferences in the mobile learning community - 
IEEE International Conference on Wireless, Mobile and Ubiquitous 
Technology in Education 2010, and World Conference on Mobile 
and Contextual Learning 2011. Historically, it is rare for the same 
project to receive Best Paper Awards in both conference series.

With his ongoing work in empirical studies and theorisation of 
mobile seamless learning, a learning model that emphasises 
cross-contextual learning, Dr Wong is gradually carving a niche 
in the field. He was recently appointed as the chair of mobile 
learning related Special Interest Groups for the “Asia Pacific 
Society on Computers in Education” and “Global Chinese Society 
on Computers in Education” respectively.

Inaugural Lecture: NIE’s Doctor in Education 
 By Assistant Professor Vicente Reyes, Policy and Leadership Studies Academic Group

An inaugural lecture was held on 13 January 2012 to celebrate 
the launch of the Doctor in Education (EdD) programme by  
the National Institute of Education (NIE), Nanyang Technological 
University. To professionals in education or a related field, this 
marks a pivotal moment for those who are looking for  
the rigours of a PhD programme with a strong emphasis on 
professional practice.

Professor Paul Teng, Dean of Graduate Studies and Professional 
Learning (GPL) was present to inaugurate the official Opening 
Ceremony held at NIE. He welcomed the pioneering batch of  
33 students and underscored the rigours of the selection 
process which made them the top 30 per cent of applicants  
who were admitted successfully. NIE Director, Professor Lee 
Sing Kong’s opening address also encouraged them to  
harmonise between the challenges required by the EdD 
programme and the demands on their personal and professional 
growth. Prof Lee also outlined how with an increasingly  
globalised and highly-competitive knowledge economy, the 
issues and challenges that one may face was a timely theme  
for the inaugural lecture and main event of the Opening. 

Guest Speaker, Dr Andrew Brown, Professor at the Institute of 
Education (IOE), University of London and Research Director at 
the Institute of Adult Learning (IAL) in Singapore, gave a lecture 
entitled “The Professional Doctorate and the Integration of 
Professional and Academic Knowledge”. He shared an inspiring 
personal account on how the doctorate had and continues to 
serve as a significant opportunity to integrate professional and 
academic knowledge. 

His wealth of experience proved to be a well-received insight. 
Prof Brown described the professional doctorate as “the personal 
development of the candidate coupled with the advancement 
of the subject or the profession”. He also elaborated on the 
different variants of the EdD; “These include a substantial 
taught component and one or more practice-based research 
projects which result in the submission of a thesis or portfolio 

of projects which has to be defended by oral examination. The 
degrees are equivalent in standard to the PhD but different in their 
approach to the achievement of ‘doctorateness’ (UKCGE. 1998, 6).  
Prof Brown went on to emphasise that the EdD thesis – usually 
slightly shorter than the PhD – is essentially much more complex. 
This is because it should not only be an original contribution to 
research just like a PhD programme, but more importantly, the 
EdD thesis must manifest irrefutable evidence of its relevance to 
professional practice.

Above: Dr Chen Wenli receiving the award certificate from the President of 
APSCE Prof Yu Fu-Yun

Above: Enthusiastic participants of the inaugural lecture

NIE welcomes  
Clive Dimmock 
By Ms June Teng Poh Hoon, Office of Education Research

Professor Clive Dimmock was Routledge’s Education Author of the Month in January 
2012. Routledge dedicated a page on their website (www.routledge.com) to showcase 
his academic career and publishing achievements. 

A visiting professor with the Centre for Research in Pedagogy and Practice (CRPP), 
Prof Dimmock is leading a major research project on leadership practices 
across the whole Singapore school system. He is particularly interested in 
the connections between leadership and teaching and learning, and cross-
cultural comparative educational leadership. 

Routledge is a major academic publisher of journals and books  
in humanities and social sciences, including NIE’s journals The Asia 
Pacific Journal of Education and Pedagogies: An International Journal.
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RESEARCH

On 16 November 2011, about 300 participants, consisting of 
primary school Math teachers, MOE personnel and NIE staff 
convened at the National Institute of Education to hear the 
findings of the project “An Exploratory Study on Low Attainers 
in Primary Mathematics” by Professor Berinderjeet Kaur and  
Dr Koay Phong Lee from the Mathematics and Mathematics 
Education Academic Group.

The impetus for this project has been the strong concern among 
school leaders about the growing proportion of low attainers in 
primary mathematics. 

At the seminar, Dr Koay first shared about the content knowledge 
of the pupils who participated in the project and demonstrated 
some hands-on tasks the teachers could do with their pupils. The 
principal investigator Prof Kaur then discussed the findings on the 
affective aspect and learning experiences of low attainers

During the project, the schools and teachers used a variety of 
approaches to address the diverse learning needs of these pupils 
and to motivate them in their learning. 

But a key observation was the lack of attention paid by pupils
in class. As a result, they experienced difficulties with their 

Above: Dr Koay Phong Lee sharing some of the terms related to difficulties 
faced by low attainers in learning mathematics

Above: The panel of prominent local and international literacy scholars

Above: Prof Berinderjeet Kaur 
welcoming the participants to  
the Seminar

Above: Participants at the Seminar

assignments. In particular, they found word problems very 
challenging. There appears to be a mismatch between how 
pupils want to learn and how teachers are teaching them. 

Most participants found the seminar informative and gained 
them new insights about low attainers. They suggested follow-
up training sessions for teachers, classroom interventions and to 
develop resources for the pupils.

One of the participants commented: “It was a 16- to 20-hour 
workshop for learning support teachers, sharing by participating 
teachers, development of potential activities to engage the pupils. 
The seminar has been interesting and informative.”

Another participant said: “More training and ideas on how to 
teach our kids was shared. All of us will definitely be grateful.” 

The seminar also saw the launch of Low Attainers in Primary 
Mathematics, published by World Scientific. All participants 
received a complimentary copy of the book, which serves as a 
useful resource for teachers and graduate students working with 
low attainers in primary mathematics.

On 16 December 2011, NIE’s Centre for Research in Pedagogy 
and Practice (CRPP) successfully convened a symposium that 
gathered about 100 researchers and practitioners from various 
institutions in Singapore on the topic of “Becoming Biliterate  
in Singapore”. 

Associate Professor Kerry Lee, Deputy Head of CRPP and 
Associate Dean of Education Research, started the symposium 
with a welcome address. He highlighted the importance of 
addressing biliteracy issues linked to Singaporean children with 
different home-language profiles. 

Five prominent local and international literacy scholars spoke 
about bilingual children’s literacy acquisition and education. 
The symposium was characterised by a good combination 
of sociolinguistic, pedagogical, psycholinguistic, as well as 
neurocognitive approaches to biliteracy acquisition. 

Being Biliterate
By Mr Chin Chern Far and Dr Li Li, Centre for Research in 
Pedagogy and Practice

The issues and research findings discussed included home 
biliteracy practices, cross-linguistic transfer of meta-linguistic 
awareness, dyslexia, responsive pedagogy for biliteracy learning, 
and neural basis of reading different languages. These topics are 
particularly pertinent for bilingual communities like Singapore.

The roundtable discussion at the end of the day saw attendees 
asking questions and discussing the topics presented with 
the speakers. The responses were enthusiastic, making the 
symposium a big success. 

Low Attainers in Primary Mathematics 
Seminar for Teachers
By Ms Masura Ghani and Ms Kumutha Krisnan, Centre for Research in Pedagogy and Practice

Skilled workers are the foundation for a country’s growth, but 
better skills do not automatically translate into better economic 
and social outcomes. According to Professor Andreas Schleicher, 
education systems need to anticipate the changing demand for 
skills in order to successfully convert skills into jobs and growth.

Prof Schleicher was speaking at the CJ Koh Professorial Lecture 
on 3 November on the topic of “Skills for the 21st Century”. 
His visit to the National Institute of Education (NIE) from 31 
October to 4 November 2011 was much anticipated because 
of his involvement in the Programme for International Student 
Assessment (PISA).

Prof Schleicher is Special Advisor on Education Policy to the 
Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development’s 
(OECD) Secretary-General. He is also Head of OECD’s 
programmes on indicators and analysis in the Directorate for 
Education, which is responsible for the development and analysis 
of benchmarks on the performance of education systems, 
including PISA.

Drawing on extensive comparative evidence from PISA’s survey 
data, Prof Schleicher noted that years of schooling is no longer 
a good predictor of economic growth. “It is all about utilising the 
skills acquired to match the economy,” he said.

Skills for the 21st Century
By Ms Vinothini Muneaswara R., Office of Education Research

Launch of the CJ Koh Professorial 
Lecture Series
The CJ Koh Professorial Lecture Series was launched 
in November 2011 by the Office of Education Research, 
and edited by Associate Professor Low Ee Ling. It was 
conceptualised for the purpose of knowledge building 
and sharing with our internal, external and international 
stakeholders in education, who can benefit from the 
information shared during each CJ Koh Professorship visit.

Each year, outstanding professors in the field of education 
are hosted by the National Institute of Education under the 
CJ Koh Professorship in Education programme. The CJ Koh 
Professorship has been made possible through a generous 
donation by Mr Ong Tiong Tat, executor of the late lawyer 
Mr Koh Choon Joo’s (CJ Koh) estate, to the Nanyang 
Technological University Endowment Fund.

The maiden report, Paving the Fourth Way: The Singapore 
Story, arose from a roundtable session held on 1 March 2011, 
in conjunction with the visit of Professor Andy Hargreaves, 
from Boston College’s Lynch School of Education, in his 
appointment as CJ Koh Professor. The Fourth Way is a 
book authored by Professor Andy Hargreaves and Professor 
Dennis Shirley. 

In this report, Prof Hargreaves talks about what the Fourth 
Way is all about and his thoughts about why Singapore is 
considered to be paving the fourth way. The report also 
features key figures in Singapore’s education landscape, 
across the entire spectrum of the system, on developments in 
the areas of K-12 education, teacher education, educational 
leadership programmes, and educational research in general.

Paving the Fourth Way is available for download from the 
NIE website:
 
http://www.nie.edu.sg/research-nie/research-publications/
CJ-Koh-Professorial-Lecture-Series

At another seminar on “21st Century Teacher Policies”, he spoke 
on the need for a very different calibre of teachers in order to 
produce 21st century skills. As routine cognitive skills are 
increasingly being taken over by computers, we can no longer 
assume that what is learned in school will last a lifetime. Education 
systems today need to enable people to manage complex ways 
of thinking and working.
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Positive psychology is an emerging applied science that is 
beginning to have a significant impact on schools and classroom 
interventions. It has been found that the science of positive 
psychology can be employed to bolster good teaching practice, 
and in so doing, transform schools into enabling institutions that 
cultivate capacities such as resilience and well-being. This new 
field is known as Positive Education which, simply put, is the 
incorporation of the science of positive psychology into the life 
and work of schools.

For North View Primary School, we embarked on a journey 
of learning and discovery to train teachers to adopt Positive 
Education into our practices. From November 2009 to December 
2010, 51 teachers collaborated with educational consultants on 
a year-long professional development initiative. 

Discussions inferred that Positive Education inevitably works to 
create a school culture that supports caring, trusting relationships 
that lead to better results. This evidence-based programme, 
included drawing on learning principles and practice from 
neuroscience, arts, education and psychology to change the 
mindset of all staff. Details were shared with our participants on 
creating engaged learners and optimal learning environments in 
order for learning to be both rigorous and enjoyable. 

In 2009, 152 Primary 5 students from North View Primary School 
were involved in our study on the effectiveness of resilience 
development. Based on their scores in the Resilience Factor 
Inventory, 60 pupils who were the bottom scorers were identified 
for the study – of which 30 were selected to be participants of 
the resilience development programme (PRP), and the remaining 
30, matched for gender and resilience scores, formed the 
control group with no intervention programme provided. Another 
124 Primary 5 students were involved in a 2010 repeat study 
on the effectiveness of resilience development. Similarly, 30 
were selected to be participants of the resilience development 

By Ms Vivien Lee, Public, International and Alumni Relations 

On 8 February 2012, NIE celebrated the graduation of 166 
educators from the Management and Leadership in Schools 
(MLS) Programme.

Mr Wong Siew Hoong, Deputy Director-General of Education, 
Ministry of Education, graced the event and presented awards 
to participants with outstanding achievements. Mdm Lim Lee 
Mui, who is also the Valedictorian, received the Dr Ruth Wong 
Award for demonstrating best overall performance in the MLS 
programme while Mr Anselm Premkumar Paul, Mdm Sandra 

Above: (From left) Prize winners of the MLS July 2011 cohort: Mr Anselm 
Premkumar Paul; Mdm Sandra Anne De Souza; Mr Vincent Toh Kim Yong; and 
Mdm Lim Lee Mui

Above: (From left) Guest-of-Honour Mr Wong Siew Hoong, Deputy-Director 
General of Education, MOE presenting the Dr Ruth Wong Medal to Mdm Lim 
Lee Mui

Above: Pupils develop resilience by overcoming personal challenges such as  
public speaking

Anne De Souza and Mr Vincent Toh Kim Yong received the Dr J.M. 
Nathan Memorial Prize for Curriculum Project. The latter award 
goes to the team that demonstrates the highest level of standard 
in its Curriculum Project, which is part of the MLS programme.

The MLS is a 17-week programme specially designed for middle-
level leaders in schools to take on direct leadership for teaching 
and learning. 

For more information, please visit www.nie.edu.sg

Above: Pupils flourish when they maximise their strengths and experience 
success in what they do

Above: A positive education with thriving teachers, premised on caring and  
trusting relationships

programme, and the remaining 30 formed the comparable 
control group, receiving no intervention. 

Our studies found that students with optimistic thinking style 
would overall have significantly higher academic attainments as 
compared to students with pessimistic thinking style. Findings 
also provide evidence for efficacy of resilience enhancements to 
boost resilience levels among students. 

By the end of the one year initiative, 2011 marked the 
commencement of the second phase. This was where North 
View Primary School teachers put these theories to the test by 
introducing the principles of Positive Education into practice. 

Since last year, a gradual change has been noted in students’ 
learning. The results came from switching ways of presenting 
syllabus and curriculum through a strengths-based approach. This 
meant evaluating students and leveraging on their unique traits  
to maximise potential, in addition to focusing on their weaknesses 
and helping them make improvements in these areas.
 
For 2012, we hope to put greater emphasis on our continual 
efforts towards Positive Education to create new headway in the 
co-designing of specific programmes that would help bridge the 
gap between our teachers, and young learners and their parents 
to bring about a more vibrant learning journey for North View 
Primary School students. 

Positive Education
By Mr Ng Yeow Ling, NIE Alumnus and Principal, North View Primary School

Ms Therese Joo, Office of 
Teacher Education
Email: pract@nie.edu.sg 

Partnership for Developing Classroom Practices: 
A Learning Forum for Mentoring Teachers

28 May 2012 Nanyang  
Auditorium, 

NTU

Contact Ms Choong Tsui  
Wei, Secretariat
Email: secretariat@ibo2012.org 

International Biology Olympiad 2012 
Register at http://www.ibo2012.org/ 

8 to 15 July 2012 NIE, Singapore

Email: pecera.sg@aeces.org Pacific Early Childhood Education Research 
Association (PECERA) Conference 2012 
Register at http://pecera2012.aeces.org/ 

19 to 22 July 2012 NIE, Singapore

Associate Professor Dindyal 
Jaguthsing, Mathematics and 
Mathematics Academic Group
Email: merga@nie.edu.sg 

35th Annual Conference of the Mathematics 
Education Research Group of Australasia  
(MERGA 2012) 
Register at http://math.nie.edu.sg/merga2012/

2 to 6 July 2012 NIE, Singapore

Events Date Venue Contact Person

Calendar of Events
Email: artgallery@nie.edu.sg“Reminiscences”

Solo Exhibition by Tong Chin Sye
28 February to  
29 March 2012

NIE, Singapore
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